
ELIGIBILITY REPORT

KEY:

i     indicates important information related to the process 

X    indicates a response that disqualifies the doctor/employer from being 
eligible for the program

?    indicates a response that needs to be resolved to determine eligibility

★  indicates a qualifying (correct) response to the fielded question

INFORMATION:  

i    What is the physician's occupation? --  Pediatrician, General

i     Intended salary -- $250,000.0   

The intended salary listed above meets the requirement that physicians
in this position must be paid at least the prevailing wage for this 
county.  

i     Has the employer identified a physician for the position? --  Yes 

i     Is the physician being recruited for the current federal fiscal year or 
the next fiscal year (fiscal years run from October 1st to the following 
September 30th)? -- Next fiscal year  

i     Shortage area designation:

-  Health Professional Shortage Area (geographic) - score: 12 

-  Medically Underserved Area

-  Medically Underserved Population

i     Does the physician have a pending J-1 Waiver or has the physician 
previously applied for one?  -- No



i     Is the physician certified or eligible for certification by a medical 
specialty board headquartered in the United States? --  Yes



 GENERAL ELIGIBILITY:  

    Not qualified: Based on the information provided, the doctor does not 
appear to be qualified for a J-1 Waiver. 

X    Can the employer provide proof of the facility's existence? -- No  

The employer must provide proof of the facility's existence, such as a 
phone book listing.

X    Will the physician agree to provide at least 40 hours per week (160 
hours per month) of direct patient care for a period of 3 years? -- No  

The physician must agree to work at least 40 hours per week in direct 
patient care. 

?    Will the physician be working in a tribal medical facility? --  Unsure  

If the physician will be practicing at a tribal medical facility, s/he may be 
licensed to practice in any state.

?    Did the physician receive funding from his / her home country 
government? -- Unsure  

While receipt of home country funding does not necessarily prevent the
issuance of a waiver, some states might require physicians to provide 
additional documentation.

?    Will the physician agree to begin work within 90 days of receiving the 
waiver? -- Unsure  

The physician must agree to begin working within 90 days of receiving 
the waiver.

If you will have trouble meeting this requirement, please discuss the 
issue with an immigration lawyer.

★    Will the employer agree to sponsor the physician’s H1B visa for three 
years? -- Yes 

  ★ Will the term of the employment agreement be at least 3 years? -- Yes 



  ★ Will the employer agree to pay costs associated with the H-1B visa 
(including attorney and government fees)? -- Yes  


